SCC Meeting Minutes

Date: 2/2/2022
Time: 2:45-3:30pm
Location: Northwest Family Center

In Attendance: Katie Hicks (A), Andrea Seminario (A), Rob Dahl (F), Dan Saches (C), Dan Pahl (CP), Bryan Williams (Board Member), Alicia De Leon (Presenter)

10 Parents also attended.

A=Admin, C=Counselor, F=Faculty, P=Parent, CP=Chair Person

Katie Hicks (A) Welcome/Agenda:

Welcomed everyone and presented agenda to guests.

Katie Hicks (A) Land Trust Review and Current Data

Reviewed current years Land Trust goal. Goal: Using the RI assessment as measure, every student will increase their RI score by one proficiency level. The Land Trust money for 2021-22 was spent on a reading teacher’s salary to support this goal.

Shared data that shows where the school is in relation to the goal that the Land Trust funds are supporting. In 7th grade the data reflects that 54% of students are ½ or more in achieving this goal. In 8th grade the data reflects that 44% of students are ½ or more in achieving this goal.


**Katie Hicks (A) 2022-23 Proposal**

The administration’s proposal for the 2022-23 school year is to continue using the Land Trust money to pay for a reading teacher to support the struggling students in helping achieve their goal. Next year we would like to add in more progress monitoring to track this goal and the progress toward it, the additional progress monitoring will not use Land Trust money.

**Dan Pahl (CP)**

Mr. Pahl reiterated to parents that it is the SCC, not administrators or teachers, who decide how this money is spent. He supports the proposal and emphasized the importance of reading in a child’s education. Many parents also spoke up about the importance of it and agreeing with the proposal.

**Closing Comments**

Parents were asked to think on the proposal and be ready to come back at the March meeting ready to vote on it.